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Before you start, you may need access to the following:

an Instructor of record, Other editing teacher, or Non-editing teacher role in a Moodle
course)

The Moodle Assignment, Lesson and Quiz activities have User Overrides options that allow you to
change settings for specific students or groups in order to provide accommodations, extensions, or
make-up opportunities. 

You can override the open (start) and close (due, cutoff) dates for all three types of activities.

For Lessons and Quizzes, you can also override the time limit, number of attempts allowed, and
password settings
For Lessons only, you can also override the retakes and try question again settings

These adjustments are generally invisible to students. For example, if you use an override to extend a
Quiz deadline for students who were ill, the Quiz will appear to be open when those students view it
and closed to every other student who views it. Moodle does not inform students if these settings are
exceptional or if exceptions have been made.

Use overrides to grant accommodations,
exceptions and extensions
To create accommodations, exceptions or extensions for individual students:

1. On your Moodle course page, click on the Edit Mode toggle (if it isn't already on).
2. Click on the title of your Assignment, Lesson or Quiz to open it. (Do NOT click on Edit or Edit

Settings!)
3. Click on More > Overrides  , and make sure you have User Override selected. You do not want to

have Group Override selected unless you intend on creating an override for a group.
4. Click on the Add user override button.
5. Add a student's name in the Override user section by clicking in the search window and selecting

them from the menu. You can only enter one student at a time.



1. Next adjust the settings that you want to override for the student listed. Make sure to check
Enable to the corresponding setting item to ensure that changes are active.

2. The default activity settings will be applied for anything you don’t change here. For example:
To give students more time when taking a Quiz, but require them to complete it by the same
deadline as everyone else, change only the time limit, but leave all other settings the same.
To enable a student to make up a past due activity, change only the close/due date

3. Click Save or Save and enter another override.

Note: We do not recommend using Group Overrides. Although it can streamline the process if you
routinely create the same adjustments for the same set of students, it has two significant drawbacks: 1)
There is no way to make a Group invisible to the students who are in that group so there is a risk of
stigmatization; 2) Groups interact with activity settings in complex ways and it can be hard to predict
the consequences. 

Allow an additional quiz attempt in case of system
error
In case of a system error or outage, a student may be taken out of a Quiz attempt that is in progress,
causing the incomplete attempt to be submitted automatically. When this happens, you may want to
allow students to re-attempt the quiz while letting them build on the answers from their incomplete
attempt. Although Moodle does not allow a submitted attempt to be reopened, here’s what you can do:

1. Follow the instructions in steps 1–5 above to select the student who will receive an additional
attempt.

2. Next to Attempts allowed add an additional attempt than those on the Quiz settings.
3. Click Save.
4. Next, on your Moodle course page, find the desired Quiz and click Edit > Edit Settings  (do NOT

click on the title of the Quiz).
5. Under Question Behavior click See more. Go to Each attempt builds on the last change the

answer to Yes.
6. 



Click Save and return to course.
7. Have your student take the quiz again. The student’s new attempt will begin exactly where the first

attempt left off.
8. When grading, make sure to choose the correct attempt for that specific student.

Videos & further reading on extensions on
overrides

MoodleDocs: Override permissions �

Questions?
If you have any additional questions or problems, don't hesitate to reach out to the Help Desk!

Phone: 610-526-7440 | Library and Help Desk hours�

Email: help@brynmawr.edu | Service catalog �

Location: Canaday Library 1st floor

https://docs.moodle.org/402/en/Override_permissions
https://www.brynmawr.edu/inside/offices-services/library-information-technology-services/hours
https://td.brynmawr.edu/TDClient/Requests/ServiceDet?ID=201

